
Hire a Copenhagen Compliance 

specialist to manage your regulatory 
compliance matters 

®



Turn your compliance expenses to real value by hiring a professional from Copenhagen 
Compliance. It is a significant incentive to reduce costs, leverage talent, increase productivity and 
reduce compliance work cycles without negative impact on audit or oversight reports and 
disclosures. 

Our Compliance in-sourcing option provides clients with good Governance, Risk Management, Compliance and IT-
security (GRC) support for a fraction of the cost compared to having an in-house compliance officer thru compliance 
or a general GRC subscription method. The company buys a certain amount of monthly or annual hours of 
compliance specific or GRC services. Buy a part of a Copenhagen Compliance employee as a part-time administrator 
and get the same services and skills typically provided by compliance or GRC manager of a large global company. 

Our Compliance officers are specialists as small and medium sized companies usually have no need for a generalist 
when they want GRC advice. They will have a prompt response right now, and it must be clear, to-the-point and avoid 
an intermediate compliance response. 

Assess the present and plan for the future 
Copenhagen Compliance caters primarily to small and medium-sized financial related businesses that do not have 
the need for a full-time compliance or GRC officer, but still has a need for compliance or GRC services. 

With the Copenhagen Compliance® concept, you hire a Compliance or GRC officer without the employment law 
obligations or the administration, which usually comes with having a C- level executive. 

Copenhagen Compliance® can also provide the local, global and trade specific regulatory updates as part of the 
subscription. 

Due diligence is asking the right questions 
Our clients determine how big or small portion they will commit themselves: from 20 hours per year and up, with the 
possibility of termination, upgrade or downgrade with three months' notice. In this way, more businesses come 
together to share a compliance officer for the full time. 



The agreement also comes with an option of using an optimized IT compliance and or GRC system, as an outsourced 
hosted Compliance IT solution that:

 Monitors compliance with an end to end application, from GRC insight to risk assessment to risk 
management. It documents the compliance process from an organization's stated vision, at company, 
functional or business group. 

 The standard compliance processes maintain an ongoing assurance that all of the risks have been identified 
are being monitored and controlled thru a local report wizard.

 Provides all stakeholders with reliable compliance and GRC data without the outsourcing distortion. The tool is 
based on compliance and GRC modules that can be built or increased successively.

Certified Consultants
All our consultants, advisors and specialists are compliance professionals with several years of hands-on experience 
in their particular field of proficiency. Furthermore they have gone thru an extensive training with the Compliance and 
GRC professional to keep them updated on the most recent regulatory changes. The Copenhagen Compliance 
Principles on implementing and integrating structured compliance in all its forms will help to create business value 
thru practical solutions and tools to prevent the adversities of non-compliance.

Leadership Compliance journey
Our experienced consultants will remind you of compliance and GRC values on conducting business thru ethical 
compliance touchstones; the goals, aspirations and perspectives that support the company on the compliance track, 
maintain a sense of humor or stability in spite of the compliance overreach and overload

We believe that Copenhagen Compliance outsourcing option offers a solution where compliance the work can be 
done better inside your office by outside compliance or GRC experts.e months' notice. In this way, more businesses 
come together to share a compliance officer for the full time. 
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